High4KPI!

Gain the competitive advantage with DigiFront
Don’t wait, start now!

Make better decisions thanks to real-time data

Utilize data analytics quickly and easily

Connect data sources?

Save on license costs

KPIs always available in real-time

Introduce fast KPI analysis solutions
DigiFront

DigiFront is the all-round carefree package in terms of real-time reporting using high-end analytics.

The solution presents company data on tiles in an attractive dashboard.

Users can switch from the overview to the detailed view with one click, and thus display reports, websites, documents as well as static reports and standard reports such as SAP BO Lumira 2.0.

Also available in your own corporate design.
What it is

- Real-time reporting using high-end analytics
- Integration into SAP data warehouses and ERP systems, based on SAP HANA®
- Integration of standard reporting tools possible
- Presentation on several monitors, desktop PCs and mobile end devices
- Drill-down from dashboard view with 14 possible types of KPI tile
- Use, for example, of HTML5/SAP UI5, ABAP, ODATA

Your benefits

- Fast setup in 3 steps: Design, Deploy, Activate
- No additional licenses required
- SAP front-end optimized
- Presentation in Fiori look and feel, and own corporate design
- Detailed view also of reports, documents and websites
- Make decisions immediately

DigiFront facilitates data evaluation from SAP systems

Also in Virtual and Augmented Reality
Our Offer

- Proof of concept in 2–4 weeks
- 1-day workshop for scope and design
- Rollout DigiFront framework on your system (S/4HANA, BW/4HANA, BW on HANA, ERP on HANA) with 4 selected tiles
- Existing reports can be integrated
- ½ day results workshop

Digital analytics experience at the fixed price of €19,000

Just get started

- What is currently in the sales pipeline?
- What is the total cost of ownership?
- What status does the product have?
- How does productivity develop?
End-to-end SAP solutions!
Only from T-Systems

Accelerate into the digital age with SAP end-to-end services & solutions by T-Systems.

Need an expert? Please contact:
PU_SAP@t-systems.com

Release as of Q1/2019. All listed prices are subject to change and availability. Invoicing is based on the ICT services provided/consumed. Type of charge, e.g. basic fee plus variable, usage-based costs or based only on services provided, depends on the service and the agreed pricing mode.